New Jersey Needle Artists
American Needlepoint Guild
March 20, 2018 Meeting
Hi Everyone –
Diane welcomed 16 members (14 in person and 2 remotely by Zoom) to Wednesday night’s
meeting and wished us all a Happy Spring.
NJNA has welcomed four new members since the beginning of the year: Joan G, Holly M,
Meredith R, and Cynthia S. Although already members of ANG, they joined NJNA because of
the excellent programs that Cathryn has planned for us this year. We look forward to
welcoming all of them to a future meeting or workshop! PS – Word has it that if you stitch at
The Edwardian Needle, you will probably have an opportunity to meet them!
Rosie reported that the current balance in our treasury is $5065.10. This includes money
collected but not yet disbursed for the Red, White, and Blue program and Woodlawn gas.
NJNA will be changing the password for the Member’s Only area of our website. Jill will notify
all members of the new password when the change is initiated.
Diane thanked Linda M and her husband for safely delivering our pieces to Woodlawn. Several
of our members have visited the exhibit and several more are planning their own visit. NJNA is
pleased to announce that of the 27 pieces we submitted, ten have received awards! That is an
awesome showing! Congratulations to all! Diane B has arranged to pick-up our return pieces
on Friday, April 5.
The total number of pieces on display at Woodlawn has dramatically decreased this year, so
NJNA’s participation is especially appreciated. There had been rumors that this might be the
last year, but Nellie’s Needlers have hinted that they are trying out some new recipes for next
year. So, stay tuned!
Some of us were disappointed that the SOTM pieces were not displayed together at Woodlawn.
Others thought that it made for a better show to have them spread out with each one’s
location a surprise! Sue C will see if NJNA can reserve exhibit space at the Morris County
Library in Morristown so that we stitchers can get a chance to see them displayed together.
Diane reminded us that ANG National Seminar registration is ON! It appeared that about six or
seven of our members have registered so far.
Diane announced that Cyberpointers chapter is offering David McCaskill’s Background Sampler
II as a group correspondence course. Because NJNA did Background Sampler I as a workshop
last year, a number of our members are interested in stitching BS II. NJNA has agreed to place a
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group order for NJNA so that our members will have a reduced shipping cost and will not have
to join Cyberpointers. Details will be forthcoming. Sylvia will coordinate for NJNA. Stay tuned!
Barbara L is reorganizing her stash and brought in several pieces for possible sale to our
members. Please see her if you are interested. A portion of the sales will be donated to NJNA.
NJNA is stitching Alice Peterson’s Children’s Classics to be given to the Bernards Township
Library as our community service project. Since December, Nancy B stitched The Cat in the Hat
book, Heidi did the Golden Book Splines (in Kreinik) and Janet P stitched Charlotte’s Web. Mally
will be working on the Winnie the Pooh book this month. This is looking awesome and the
books that have been stitched are coming alive! Here’s our progress to date:

The NJNA 2019 Stitch of the Month (SOTM) group is stitching the ANG SOTM Mystery Project
by Debbie Rowley, Pat Hartman, Linda Reinmiller, and Mary Knapp. While no one knows what
this project will look like, we have enjoyed the first three months and the results have been
stunning. Please see the pictures on the NJNA Blog: https://blog.njneedleartists.org/
All NJNA members are welcome to join the SOTM group. The next meeting will be held at
Linda’s house on April 13.
Sylvia had organized a two-day stitch-in at Needleworker’s Delight on March 2 and 3. Everyone
agreed It was great fun and the shop was an amazing host. They went above and beyond and
even provided lunch! Additional NJNA Stitch-ins are being planned for the future!
Diane thanked Jill for getting all of our NJNA members onto the official ANG website. We are
one of the few chapters who have accomplished this milestone!
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Marge K plugged for the EGA Regional Seminar, Savvy Stitchers which will be held in Florham
Park on April 5-7, 2019. Even if you haven’t registered, please stop by to visit the on-site shop
and see what all the hoopla is about!
Before walking us through the remaining instructions on Herringbone Happening, Cathryn
reviewed the upcoming programs.
In April we will do Mille Fleur which was postponed due to bad weather in 2018.
 10 x 10 white canvas will be provided to those who have signed up.
 The original design is floral, but the designer indicates that any combination of threads
of your choice can be used.
 You will need 3 different colors of perle 8 overdyed thread for the main pattern and 1
skein of an additional color perle 8 for the filler.
 The original used blue, pink and wisteria overdyes for the main pattern and
green for the filler.
 Or, you can “go to town” with your own color choices.
 Everyone will be getting the instructions by e-mail. Please print them for the April
meeting. Please do not copy for anyone outside of NJNA.
In May and June, NJNA will stitch “Hurray for the Red, White, and Blue”, below. Prework will be
handed out in April and a few of our members indicated that they planned to do the prework at
the NJ Needlefest! We will do the fillings at the May and June meetings.

July and August will be stitch-ins with side discussions of framing (by Rob of Framed Image) one
month and about Woodlawn judging the other. July will also be our traditional salad supper.
Sharon B announced that Cathryn would be teaching a David McCaskill Ort Box for the Central
Jersey chapter on the third Saturday of September and October. This is a cute design with a
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lacy background with needlepoint tools on top! It can be made into a round container or
framed! Please see Sharon for more information – sign-up ends in June.
I hope you enjoy the Show and Tell pictures. Pray I didn’t miss any – it’s been a long hiatus!
Oops – I just discovered that I don’t have a picture of Cathryn’s Kate Dickenson Heart – maybe
she will bring it in again next month? Hint!
Everyone should feel free to e-mail me with pictures and relevant information about their
project and I will include them in the next summary! Relevant information includes: piece
name, designer, where finished, stitch help or stitch guide info, other fun stuff – like who it’s
for, why, etc.
Cheers,
Rosie

Show and Tell

What better place to start our Show and Tell than with Andrea B’s “Beaded Crane” evening
bag? The purse has a magnetic clasp. This is a kit by Sophia. I missed out on who finished it. I
wonder, Andrea, will you ever risk taking this to an event? Stunning!
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Do you recognize “Valentine Heart”? This design by Carole Lake was the NJNA meeting project
in February 2018. Leave it to Sylvia to find a unique way of finishing hers! The pillow was done
by Edwardian Needle and the heart is finished flat and appliqued on! So cool!

“Rooftops of Paris” is an Abigail Cecile design which Rosie stitched using a stitch guide from the
Enriched Stitch in Connecticut. Rob at Framed Image helped to create the impression that one
is looking out a garret window! What a great souvenir to remind me of my 2018 Paris/Canal
trip! (Rooftops is also available as an ornament!)
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Both of these Gail Stafford pieces were stitched by Jill. The top one is called “Dusting of Snow”
which was taught at the EGA National Seminar in Asheville in 2017. The bottom is called “Fog
in the Mountains” and was taught at the ANG National Seminar in New Orleans in 2016. I
wanted to show them together since the framing is the same in size and style so that they can
be hung together. Framing was by Helricks in Dover.
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2018 SOTM was Lorene Salt’s “Autumn
Kaleidoscope”. Some of us picked our own
colorways!
Top: Mally, Sue C
Middle: Janet P
Bottom: Rosie, Jill
Janet P’s framed by Michaels.
Jill’s framed by Helricks
Sue C, Mally, and Rosie framed by Rob at the
Framed Image.
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This is Cathryn’s “ Lily on the Lake” by Gail Sirna. Framing by Rob at the Framed Image. Nice
Job! I missed whether Cathryn said it was done FOR someone.

Sharon B stitched “Double Yellow Roses” by Marie-Therese St. Aubin. She had it finished into a
pillow by Edwardian Needle and it is beautiful. She has heard comments that the design makes
good use of negative space.
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How whimsical is this wonderful Irish Banner by Princess and Me? Cathryn stitched it using the
stitch guide that came with the ornament. Love the suds on the beer! Finished by Pam at the
Edwardian Needle!

Diane B is getting ready to welcome a new Grandson any day now – or even as I write! Diane
designed, stitched, and finished both the “Baby Sleeping” door hanger on the left and the quilt
on the right! Adorable – I am in awe of Diane’s creativity. The quilt is included to show the
theme that Diane has chosen for this lucky Grandbaby!
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Sharon B stitched these three Easter eggs through the Shining Needle Society. They were
designed by Barbara Jackson and these are “Springtime Pleasures II”. Sharon thinks that the
plan is for a dozen eggs in total – released 3 at a time. Sharon finished these herself – the kit
comes with the laser cut egg-shaped art board! What talent!

Barbara L’s beautiful (and award winning) “Stars of the New Millenium” was completed just in
time to make the trip to Woodlawn with others from NJNA’s 2017 SOTM! Gorgeous!
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These six Silver Needle Travel Rounds were stitched by Ellen S to commemorate her travels!
Each is matted and framed in a small black frame, but I wanted to show a close-up of the
stitching! What a cool idea!
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This is David McCaskill’s Patriotic Topiary stitched by Cathryn and finished flat so that she can
display it on an easel. I’ve been struggling with the Boucle on mine.

Sharon B shared another Gail Stafford design called “Kaleidoscope”. Gail designed this as a
fundraiser for her Virginia ANG chapter. Sharon says the trick is being careful with the order of
stitching so that the travelling threads are hidden!
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“Avenue of the Giants” was taught by Lois Kershner at a workshop hosted by the San
Bernardino chapter in California. Rosie was able to complete her stitching at a Winter retreat in
Sturbridge, MA in February! Lois transferred the design from one of her own photos and
designed the stitches to contribute to the layers of the forest. I think she nailed it – even to the
ferns popping out of the page! Thanks to Jacqueline C for help with needleweaving!

Janice M completed “American Beauty Needlepoint” by Debbee’s Designs. This mosaic
contains eight stitches and eight color flosses and is a charted design. The hardest part is not
losing your place! The result is lovely!
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Lastly, this is “Geometric Butterfly”, a Toni Gerdes design that was taught at the ANG National
Seminar in Chicago. The design was inspired by Frank Lloyd Wright. Rosie mostly finished
stitching this several years ago, but finally added the gold couching while she was at the Winter
Retreat in Sturbridge.

